Simplest Chemosensor Array for Phosphorylated Saccharides.
We believe that "the simpler we are, the more complete we become" is a key concept of chemical sensing systems. In this work, a "turn-on" fluorescence chemosensor array relying on only two self-assembled molecular chemosensors with ability of both qualitative and quantitative detection of phosphorylated saccharides has been developed. The easy-to-prepare chemosensor array was fabricated by in situ mixing of off-the-shelf reagents (esculetin, 4-methylesculetin, and 3-nitrophenylboronic acid). The fluorescence-based saccharide sensing system was carried out using indicator displacement assay accompanied by photoinduced electron transfer (PeT) under various pH conditions. The simultaneous recognition of 14 types of saccharides including glucose-6-phosphate (G6P) and fructose-6-phosphate (F6P) was achieved with a successful classification rate of 100%. We also succeeded in the quantitative analysis of a mixture of glucose (Glc), as an original substrate, G6P and F6P, as enzymatic products in pseudoglycolysis pathway. Finally, levels of Glc and F6P in human induced pluripotent stem (hiPS) cells were indirectly monitored by using our proposed chemosensor array. Glc and F6P in supernatants of hiPS cells were classified by linear discriminant analysis as a pattern recognition model and the observed clusters represent the activity of hiPS cells. The results show the high accuracy of the proposed chemosensor array in detection of phosphorylated and similarly modified saccharides.